
Shifting Mindset
2020
workshops + text installation (shiny silver vinyl text on matt grey wall)
text size variable
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption: Reecovering the Viridity & Salmon Run at TOKAS Hongo, Tokyo

!e project After-Ripening & Corruption seeks to illuminate 
hidden aspects of language and cultural border-crossings 
in the lives of people on the move, through a series of 
workshops and social experiments conducted in various 
locations where I become a stranger. 

In Stockholm during the COVID pandemic, I have been 
engaged in the current experiments Recovering the Viridity 
& Salmon Run to ruminate on the gaps between past and 
present as things change. !ere I project myself, who has 
been away from own mother tongue and in"uenced by 
various foreign cultures, onto the society that has lost its 
norms and is trying to adapt to unfamiliar circumstances.

ACCENT IN PERSPECTIVE
!e phrase appear here is the analogy of my state as an 
exophone and emigrant and of the distance and emotions 
I realised (in the sense of both noticed and accomplished) 
when I returned to my former environment in Japan.

Like a dialect, your accent signi#es where you are from. 
While moving from one place to another abroad, I picked 
not only local language but also values and perspectives 
when it reached to and resonated with myself, instead of 
trying hard to keep the way of living and thinking from my 
native land. !e ‘accent’ I have acquired now is the re"ection 
of the paths I took, not only my origin or where I am. 

ACT TO DE-PREOCCUPY
In an online workshop with the calligrapher Ukyo Kamigori 
bridging Stockholm and Kyoto, we had a discussion based 
on the phrase; the acts of writing and teaching, experiences 
of losing normality through panic disorder and retinal 
detachment, the awakenings they brought, and how things 
and matters manifest themselves and how we interpret them. 

How can we embody the phrase based on the changing self, 
re"ection on the gaps between present and past, and the 
sense of being ‘unpreoccupied’ acquired along the way? 
Various approaches were made to depart from the usual, 
mature or ‘ripened’ to which one is accustomed.

LAYERS OF RESISTANCE & ABSORPTION
How he overcomes and accepts what can be considered 
as negative past and how openly he disclosed these stories 
touched me. I meditated on my experience from the 
workshop with him, and decided to write this phrase again 
myself: I wrote the phrase in Japanese with a white pigment 
marker on a white absorbent paper, and then overwrote the 
phrase in English with a purple water based marker. As a 
result, the phrase in English appeared with uneven lines, 
bleeding when the surface not covered with pigments. 

For the exhibition at TOKAS Hongo in Tokyo, I converted 
the writing into vinyl text in shiny silver and placed on a 
grey wall in a dark space with video installation. !e text 
emerges in the dark, re"ecting the movement of the light 
from the projection

(left page) installation view of the whole text (right page, from top to 
bottom) the phrase written on an absorbent paper, #rst in Japanese 
in white pigment marker and then in English in purble water-based 
marker; the vinyl text not only re"ect the light from the projection but 
also the uneven texture of the wall itself; installation view with a podium 
for another work 

http://www.makois.com/video


Recovering the Viridity in My Own Language
2020
workshops + text installation (shiny silver vinyl text on matt grey wall)
text size variable
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption: Recovering the Viridity & Salmon Run at TOKAS Hongo, Tokyo

!e project After-Ripening & Corruption has evolved in the 
environment where I become a stranger (France, Sweden, 
Austria, South Africa, Latvia, and Russia) as to re"ect on the 
cultural and language translations experienced by the people 
on the move. Seeing the unfamiliar context of the COVID 
pandemic as its new foreign platform, I have developed a 
series of works Recoveirng the Viridity* & Salmon Run. 

One of them is Recovering the Viridity in My Own Language, 
which ruminates over the distance between the things that 
change and their past, through an online workshop with a 
Japanese calligrapher as well as its resulting text installation 
where it reveals itself only when it re"ects the light from 
elsewhere.
*virid: 1. green 2. naive, innocent 3. any of a group of related viruses

ESTRANGEMENT FROM MOTHER TONGUE
!is Japanese phrase is an analogy of my state as someone 
being away from own mother tongue, and of the distance 
and emotions I realised (in the sense of both noticed and 
accomplished) upon returning to my former environment. 
!is unusual set of words literally means ‘recovering the 
awkwardness/shakiness in one’s own words/language.’

MODULATION AFTER DISORDERS
In an online workshop with Japanese calligrapher Ukyo 
Kamigori bridging Stockholm and Kyoto, we had a dialogue 
based on this phrase; the acts of writing and teaching, 
experiences of losing normality such as panic disorder and 
retinal detachment that the calligrapher underwent, the 
awakenings they brought, and how things and matters 
manifest and how we interpret them.

How can we embody the phrase based on the changing 
self, re"ection on the gaps between present and past, and 
the sense of being ‘unpreoccupied’ acquired along the way? 
We made various approaches to depart from the usual, 
mature or ‘ripened’ to which one is accustomed: writing 
with left hand, upside down, horizontally while Japanese 
traditional writing direction is vertical and from right to 
left, in Katakana phonetic characters that we only use for 
the things from foreign countries and onomatopoeia.

VISIBLE IN REFLECTION 
One of the attempts was to write with left hand, in Katakana 
characters, in four rows with #ve characters each. It made 
it di$cult for the reader also to understand the phrase #rst 
hand due to the unusual characters that only convey sound, 
and the cut-up of words and clauses ignoring its meaning. 
!e strokes appeared awkward at the same time strong as if 
to re"ect the interrior of the calligrapher.

For the exhibition at TOKAS Hongo, where the wall was 
painted in grey for another work with video projection, I 
transformed the text into vinyl letters in shiny silver. !e 
phrase appears and "ickers in the dark only when it receives 
the light from the projection to re"ect on its metallic surface.

(left page) installation view of the whole text (right page, from top to 
bottom) view of calligraphy writing during the online workshop; the 
vinyl text traces the movement of the brush, and re"ects both the light 
from the projection and the uneven texture of the wall; installation view 
with a projection screen from another work in the exhibition space

http://www.makois.com/video


O-U
2020
act + sound installation (podium placed upside down, loudspeakers)
sound: approx. 2 min 30 sec (per round) / 15 min 10 sec (total)
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption: Recovering the Viridity & Salmon Run at TOKAS Hongo, Tokyo

!e sound is a vocal trace of recognising my distance from 
the language of the land where I was born and raised, and of 
rambling around where we could reconcile after the double 
experience of linguistic estrangement - having my native 
dialect ‘corrected’ as a child and my relocation overseas.

With a gliding vowel as a point of departure, I wrote 
a seemingly poetic text that recites our existence and 
relation to the surrounding world. I came to note subtle 
awkwardness in vocabularies, expressions, and intonations, 
and repeatedly pronounced certain words over and over in 
attempts to "nd ‘how they should sound’. In this process, 
I re#ected on the amplifying encounters and connections I 
got in the distant places where I have been grafted.

LINGUISTIC ESTRANGEMENT
Each time I utter in my dialect, my parents corrected 
into standard Japanese. It started when I was ten. Being 
interrupted after every single sentence, I lost my appetite to 
speak and so as my Kansai accent. Since I left Japan, I have 
picked up several languages abroad, such as English, Dutch, 
Swedish and French, meanwhile I became not at ease any 
more to speak in my mother tongue Japanese.

THE VOWEL THAT GLIDES
!e gliding vowel [ݜܧ] is repeatedly used in the dialect from 
my native area. In an attempt to negotiate the distance to 
‘my language’, I started to write a text to pronounce, playing 
with many words that are written and/or pronounced [ݜܧ] 
in Japanese: hey (informal greeting), to meet, face, contact, 
follow, chase, etc.

I extended my play to some foreign languages, with which 
I became familiar. One of the meanings of [ݜܧ] in Japanese 
is “to owe” in English, which makes them homophones. 
From there, I came to the origin of “owe” is Sanskrit “to 
own”. [ݜܧ] is a pre"x to express respect and refer people in 
Japanese, and I found out it is also a pre"x to refer people/
human in Zulu in South Africa.

RAMBLE TO RECONCILE 
While playing with the sound of [ݜܧ], the words re#ects my 
paths and worldview I have acquired: how society is built, 
how we lives as human, how we are connected to our fate or 
by chance, and how we accept changes and how we are. For 
about a month, I had vocalised the script again and again, 
to search for how it should sound and "ne-tune.

At TOKAS Hongo, the audio recording of seven attempts 
from di$erent period was presented as sound installation. 
From the bottom of the podium, one hears my voice talking 
in ‘purportedly’ Kansai dialect. One would recognise the 
traces of how I negotiated the distances through time with 
several attempts. 

(left page) installation view with a public listening (right page, above) the 
English translation of O-U, o$ered together with phonetical transcript 
of Kansai dialect for the public with auditory problems at the exhibition

O-U

[ݜܧ]

6RXQGV�OLNH�SLFNLQJ�XS�D�ÀJKW"
)HHOV�OLNH�¶ORQJ�WLPH�QR�VHH·"
1RW�VXUH�LI�JHWWLQJ�DORQJ�

7ZR�SHUVRQV�IDFLQJ�HDFK�RWKHU�

,I�QRW�IDFLQJ�HDFK�RWKHU��WKHQ�
EDFN�WR�EDFN��7KH�EDFNV�PHHW�
/LNH�FDUU\LQJ�HDFK�RWKHU�

ZLWKRXW�ORRNLQJ�DW�WKH�RWKHU��

/HDQLQJ�RQ�WKH�RWKHU�
0D\EH�ERWK�OHDQLQJ�RQ�WKH�RWKHU�

*RW�WR�VWDQG��DV�GHSHQGLQJ�RQ�HDFK�RWKHU"
7KDQNV�WR�WKH�RWKHU��)RUWXQDWHO\�

¶7KDQNV�WR·�LQ�(QJOLVK�LV�DOVR�SURQRXQFHG�>ݜܧ] (owe)
0HDQV�DOVR�WR�ERUURZ�

2ULJLQDOO\�IURP�¶RZQ·�LQ�WKH�ROG�ODQJXDJH�LQ�,QGLD�
��KDV�OXFN��IDWH��DQG�JUDWHIXOQHVV��,PSUHVVHG@ݜܧ]

:H�DOVR�VD\�¶R�X·�IRU�IROORZLQJ�WKLQJV�IURP�EHKLQG
DQG�GULYLQJ�WKLQJV�DZD\��GRQ·W�ZH"
,Q�RXU�OLIH��GLIIHUHQW�WKLQJV�FKDVH�XV�

DQG�ZH�UXQ�DIWHU�WKHP�

'UHDPV��ZRUNORDGV��$OVR�PXVLFDO�FDQRQV�
%DQDQDV�IURP�UHPRWH�SODFH
EHFRPLQJ�\HOORZ�DQG�VZHHW�

:KHWKHU�KXUU\LQJ��RU�WDNLQJ�LWV�WLPH�

"�PHDQV�DQ\WKLQJ�LQ�\RXU�ODQJXDJH�RYHU�WKHUH@ݜܧ]
,�DVNHG�D�IULHQG�LQ�6RXWK�$IULFD��

RZXPRQJDPHOL�PHDQV�¶ZKR�LV�PLQLVWHU·
RZXQJPXOXQJX�PHDQV�¶ZKR�LV�ZKLWH·

3XWWLQJ�D�SUHÀ[�>ݜܧ@�WR�SRLQW�D�SHUVRQ�
$IULFD�LV�IDU�DZD\��EXW�VRXQGV�VLPLODU��

OLNH�FRSV��WKH�%XGGKD��DQG�SRUULGJH�DOVR�
,V�LW�RQO\�XV�ZKR�WUHDWV�IRRG�DV�LI�D�SHUVRQ"

&KDQJHV�LQ�ODQJXDJH�LV�¶FRUUXSWLRQ·
3HWW\�SROLWLFLDQV�FKHDWLQJ�LV�DOVR�¶FRUUXSWLRQ·�

0HDQV�URWWLQJ��%XW�LVQ·W�LW�D�FKDUPLQJ�ZD\�WR�¶URW·
WR�JHW�VRPH�DFFHQW"

audio recording (with Japanese transcript & English translation): 
https://makois.com/video.html  or on Vimeo 

http://www.makois.com/video
https://makois.com/video.html
https://vimeo.com/460590671


Graphic Movements (Lean on Me)
2019-2020
installation (projector, phosphorescent PVC !lm, arti!cial turf) + workshop
video: 15 min, projection surface: 273 x 182 cm, arti!cial turf: 91x178 cm
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption Recovering the Viridity & Salmon Run at TOKAS Hongo, Tokyo

Graphic Movements consists of a series of workshop to 
practice humanity where two people stand back-to-back 
leaning on each other to sit down and stand up together; 
and an installation, projecting the recording of previous 
workshops that were conducted in di"erent societies, which 
serves as the score and backdrop for succeeding workshops.

It was an attmpt to embody Ubuntu, African philosophy to 
inrepret ‘a person exists through others’ existence’, and the 
Chinese character of human (ே), as my response to the racial 
con#icts and xenophobic riots I experienced in South Africa.

COVID PANDEMIC AS A NEW PLATFORM
I developed it further in the new context at TOKAS Hongo, 
where the everyday actions of talking and touching other 
people got new meanings since the covid pandemic.

$e installation shows the recording of previous workshops 
in South Africa. As the backdrop for the next workshop, I 
altered it to resonate with the covid context and adapt to 
the rules set by TOKAS Hongo and the local government. 

AFTERGLOW & SOCIAL DISTANCES
$e projection surface is three stripes of PVC !lm, which 
halves the space. A piece of arti!cial turf is placed below at 
right angles, as if to bridge the divided spaces. $e !lm is for 
sanitary use and phosphorescent, therefore detains the light 
it has received and discharges it in #orescent green in the 
dark part of the projection and during the brief blackouts 
between each recording. $e arti!cial turf has the length of 
‘social distance’ according to the Japanese covid rules, and 
equivalent to the measurement of a tatami mat, which is 
twice the size of the Japanese ‘personal space’. 

‘REMOTE’ RAINBOW WORKSHOP
A workshop took place with the participants involved in 
the show - a participating artist, the sta"s of TOKAS, the 
builders, and some from the related institutions. Due to the 
Japanese covid rules, I could not enter Japan and conducted 
the workshop online from a remote island in Sweden. 

$e projection surface served as a barrier between the two 
back-to-back, and the arti!cial turf as the platform to stand 
on for the exercise. While I had reduced the participants 
into the grey shadows in the projection, regardless of race, 
nationality, or gender, in the previous installation in South 
Africa, I translated the workshop into rainbow colours by 
documenting with a thermal camera in Tokyo.

READ BETWEEN THE LINES & STAND ALONE
Participants were advised to refrain from talking and wore 
a mask, which hid not only their facial expressions but also 
personality. In silence, they concentrated to communicate 
with the other sensing the movements of muscles through 
their backs, and trying to read the mind of the other to 
reconcile, as expected in the Japanese society in general. 
During the workshop, we also made a new experiment to sit 
down and stand up alone, without the support of the other.

(left page) installation view with audiences (right page, from top to 
bottom) installtion view of the projection; PVC !lm with the afterglow 
seen during the blackout between the video; workshop view; workshop 
view recorded with a thermal camera  

video footage of the workshop at TOKAS (Graphic Movements - Chormatic Ambience, excerpts, 3min): 
https://youtu.be/Wa26q2eIiRs

http://www.makois.com/video
https://youtu.be/Wa26q2eIiRs


the installation and workshop of
Graphic Movements (Lean on Me)
2020 

workshop footage at TOKAS (excerpt, 3min) 
https://youtu.bee/Wa26q2eIiRs

PRACTICE OF HUMANITY 
!e project consists of a series of workshop 
to practice humanity where two people stand 
back-to-back supporting and leaning on each 
other to sit down and stand up together, and an 
installation projecting the audio visual recording 
of the previous workshops conducted in di"erent 
societies, which becomes the score and backdrop 
for succeeding workshops.

EMBODY HUMAN IN SOCIETY
It originates from a casual workshop of Contact 
Improvisation as a dance to practice oneself*. 
In South Africa, which celebrated the 25th 
anniversary of its democracy after the Apartheid 
while the racial frictions remained strongly and 
the xenophobic riots broke out, I tried to embody 
Ubuntu, African philosophy that places emphasis 
on ‘being self through others’, and the Chinese 
character of ‘human’ through the workshops 
where I reduced the participants to the grey-
toned shadows in the projection, regardless of 
race, nationality, gender, etc.

RAINBOW UNDER COVID
In the new context at TOKAS Hongo under the 
COVID-19 pandemic, when the acts of speaking 
and touching somebody got di"erent meanings. 
!e new rules for the visitors, such as keep 2 
metres from others, refrain from speaking, max 
5 people in the space, are like the local traditions 
you need to adapt to when you move to di"erent 
place, and they became the source of inspirations 
for conducting new attempts. !e workshop took 
place at the end of the show. !e documenation 
was taken with thermal camera to turn the 
participants into rainbow colours.

KEEP DISTANCE
!e projdction surface is three stripes of PVC #lm (the 
same material for medical use) that is hosphorescent, 
hanging in the air and dividing the space into two. 

Below the projection surface is a piece of arti#cial 
turf, in the size of 1 tatami mat, which is the unit that 
signi#es Japanese ‘personal space’ for two people, and 
the length of the mat is the recommeded distance to 
keep under the COVID pandemic in Japan. 

!e turf bridges between the spaces separated by the 
projection surface.

AFTERGLOW
!ere are approximately 5 minutes excerpt from the 
documentation of previous three workshops in South 
Africa, with 5 second interval of black inbetween. 

While there is no image is projected, one sees the 
afterglow of the previous movements apparing in 
green colour in the dark.

NO CONTACTS & IMPERSONAL
At the workshop, the arti#cial turf becomes the 
platform, and the projection surface functions as a 
barrier to avoid the contact between the two people, 
while still let them communicate their senses towards 
the other. !ere was also a new attempt to stand alone, 
without leaning on anybody.

!e workshop was documented with thermal camera, 
which is used to #nd the potential COVID positive 
patients in the crowd. It captured the body heat and 
translated into rainbow colours and also made the 
mask-covered participants more impersonal.



Graphic Movements
2019
workshop + installation (metal grid structure [mobile art rack], light-weight cotton cloth, projector)
projection surface: 255x158 cm
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption: Verbal Acts & Graphic Movements at the Bag Factory, Johannesburg

In 2019, South Africa celebrated its 25th anniversary of the 
abolition of the Apartheid while racial inequality still remained 
deeply in society and xenophobic riots broke out all over the 
country. In the midst of the turmoil, I furthered my project 
around the language and cultural translations, being inspired by 
the dichotomies and a!nities based on humanity I experienced 
and felt in my everyday life in Johannesburg.

Encountering the philosophy of ‘Ubuntu’, and associating it 
with the form of a Chinese character for human ‘ே’, I evolved 
workshops with physical exercise to embody these concepts 
of human, where two people stand back-to-back supporting 
and leaning on each other to sit down and stand up together. 
"ere the documentation of the previous workshop became the 
backdrop for the succeeding workshops.

PHILOSOPHIES MEET
In Johannesburg, my social and cultural observation and its 
rumination grew deeply through the dialogue with the locals 
who are Bantu speakers. "ere appeared the word ‘Ubuntu’, 
an African philosophy of humanity: a person is a person through 
other people. "e perspective to perceive oneself in the relation 
with others resonate with the Chinese character for human ‘ே䇻, 
a pictograph with two oblique strokes leaning on each other.

I found the form to embody these two worldviews in an action 
to sit down and stand up in pair without using hands. It is a 
basic move of Contact Improvisation, a dance that explores 
one’s body in relation to others by sharing weight and touch.

PRACTISING HUMANITY
I conducted the workshops to write this character through a 
simple physical exercise with various forms of societies, such as 
family, school, and workplace. It begins with a brief introduction 
of Chinese characters as logogram. "e participants work 
in pair, communicating back-to-back, trusting each other 
to #nd the balance and synergy in order to achieve the goal. 
As many successful cases, there were struggles, attempts, 
misunderstandings, new interpretations, and some moments of 
emotional interactions and expressions between the pairs and 
among those who were present at the workshops.op.

REDUCTION TO GREY 
I put up an installation where I used the documentation of 
previous workshops and projected on fabric hanging on a 
structure. Using it as backdrop I conducted the third workshop 
where the participants used it as reference, trying to learn from 
the previous attempts,. Placing the exercise between projector 
and projection surface, it made participants reduced to grey-
toned shadows in the projection, regardless of race, gender, etc.

Cultural appropriation appeared repeatedly as an issue, and its 
sensitivity created room for great discussion. "erefore I made it 
clear during the introduction that my mother tongue Japanese 
uses Chinese characters, which we started to borrow since late 
fourth century, and the physical exercise derives from Contact 
Improvisation, which developed since early 1970s in New York 
inspired by Aikido, Japanese modern martial arts, in order to 
question the concept of cultural ownership and inheritance.

(left page) workshop at the Bag Factory (right page, from top to 
bottom) workshops with an family in Cape Town, students at St James 
Preparatory School, and audiences at the Bag Factory; installtion view

video footage of the workshops (excerpts, 5min): 
https://youtu.be/PlGLLbuNtWU

http://www.makois.com/video
https://youtu.be/PlGLLbuNtWU


the workshops of
Graphic Movements
2019
workshops + installation 

video footage: 
https://makois.com/video.html  or  on YouTube

Background of the workshops
!e workshops in South Africa were carried out 
with di"erent forms of society: private (family), 
collective (school), and public (workplace/
exhibition space). It was right after the xenophobic 
riots happened nationally, which I experienced in 
the beginning of my residency in Johannesburg. 

Concept of the workshops
!e workshop is to exercise humanity by writing 
the Chinese character of human “ே“ through a 
simple physical exercise in pairs, where two people 
stand back-to-back supporting and leaning on each 
other to sit down and stand up. It is an embodiment 
of Ubuntu, African philosophy interpreting that 
a person exists through others’ existence, and a 
basic movement of Contact Improvisation.

Contents of the workshops
!e workshop begins with a brief introduction of 
Chinese characters as logogram. !e participants 
work in pairs, communicating without facing and 
using hands, trusting each other to #nd the balance 
and synergy in order to achieve the goal of sitting 
down and standing up together.

Outcome of the workshops
While there were many successful movements, there 
were also struggles and attempts without succeeding, 
misunderstandings, new interpretations, and some 
moments of emotional interactions and expressions 
between the pair and among those who were present 
at the workshops.

date: 8 October 2019
place: Suburb of Cape Town with middle class residents
backdrop: Living room in a family house
participants: !ree siblings of an interracial family

date: 16 October 2019
place: Poor working class area in central Johannesburg
backdrop: Multicultural school with a Hindu philosophy
participants: !e students in the classes aged 4-8

date: 24 October 2019
place: Area with a major centre of oriental culture and 
Jewish community in central Johannesburg
backdrop: Collective artist studios / exhibition space
participants: Fellow artists and audiences

!e excerpts from the audio visual recording of the 
two previous workshops were projected on the fabric 
hang on a metal grid structure as an installation, which 
became the score and the prop for the workshop, 
possible to be seen from both front and back side. !e 
participants are reduced to the grey-toned shadows in 
the projection, no matter which race.

https://makois.com/video.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiW9d_t4KuE


Verbal Act (name giving trilogue)
2019
workshop + mixed-media installation (calligraphy, video on a smart phone, notebook, coin, fabric, plants, etc.)
discussion: ca. 60 min
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption: Verbal Acts & Graphic Movements at the Bag Factory, Johannesburg

Playing with the phonological a!nity with the local languages, 
I experimented in verbal acts via several ‘essays’ that are liberated 
from the literal and logical. Verbal Act (name giving trilogue) is 
one of them, where I invited two South Africans to a workshop, 
asking to give me a new name through discussion.

GIVEN BACKGROUNDS
Many cultures have rituals around giving name, and various 
ways to name the babies - inheriting from the ancestors, taking 
from an aspired person, re"ecting the wish of the parents, 
following the numerology, etc.

I came to search for a new name after experiencing the audience 
reading my works biased by my name that indicates my gender 
and origin, and also from my interest to be relieved from what I 
might owe from my ancestors and from the wish of my parents.

TRANSLATION OF NAMES
Bantu languages* and my mother tongue Japanese are phono- 
logically similar, and I met many people in South Africa whose 
names sound like Japanese. Finding common grounds with the 
worldview and traditions of the Bantu ethnic group, I became 
curious what my name can be in the local context.

*a family of languages spoken by the majority of South Africans

I asked two of my friends to be my naming ‘parents’ – Sandile 
Radebe and Diana Hyslop, fellow artists in whose personality 
and practice I could see mine in a respective manner.

DIALOGUE with THREE CHAIRS
On 18 October 2019, the #ftieth day after my arrival to South 
Africa, the trilogue took place in my studio. I placed three chairs 
forming a triangle, and a camera on a tripod to document the 
talk. I initiated the talk by telling why I want to have another 
name and why I chose them, and asked them to come up with 
my new name in the local context through discussion.

We discussed referring to our respective experiences and 
cultures: Sandile grew up in a traditional Zulu family, and he 
manifested his view through storytelling backed with lived 
experiences and theories; Diana showed her inclination to 
esoteric philosophies, such as numerology and fatalism; and I 
referred to various cultures I have lived in last two decades. $ere 
was a rich path with deviations to exchange our experiences and 
perspectives on life and world. 

MUSA MOOR 
We reached to the new name ‘Musa Moor’. ‘Musa’ is a Zulu 
translation of my Japanese o!cial name that means graceful, 
an Arabic name corresponding to Moses, and homonym of the 
Latin name of banana plant. ‘Moor’ refers to the black-ness, for 
me wearing black clothes. Pronouncing the names together, the 
liaison creates the sound resembling to ‘amour’, love in French.

Referring to Japanese tradition, I wrote the name in black ink on 
paper. At the presentation, it formed a sort of altar, with a phone 
showing the video of the trilogue and other related objects. 

$e name also brought me a new question - what sort of works 
are expected from a person called ‘Musa Moor’.

(left page) a still from the video capturing the discussion with Sandile 
and Diana (right page, from top to bottom) my studio, a scene of the 
discussion; an installation view with a calligraphy presenting the name 
‘Musa Moor’ and a video of the dialogue, along with the objects related 
to the work (bananas, plants, fabric, coin, drawer); installation detail 
with a smartphone showing the video of discussion, and notebook that 
traces my practice and thoughts in Johannesburg

http://www.makois.com/video


Duet of Lines (Side by Side)
2019
workshop + installation (pigment marker on glass, sound recording playback on stereo loudspeakers)
sound: ca. 40 min
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption: Paraphrasing Manners at Kunsthalle Exnergasse in Vienna

After conducting social interventions Right-Left and Visk-
leken (Whisper game) in a Swedish city Södertälje, where 
more than half of the residents have foreign backgrounds, 
I developed it further in the Austrian context: During 
the European migrant crisis, both countries were the 
top recipients of the asylum applications per capita, and 
comparing with the open-door policy in Sweden, Sebastian 
Kurz, then foreign minister in Austria, described its policy 
to invest more on location to solve the situation in the 
con!icted areas instead. 

I invited two people I met in Vienna, who had never known 
each other and whose backgrounds evoke the intricate 
international relations, to my project, writing words in their 
languages on the window in my studio at the Kunsthalle. 

THE MOST DISTANT & (UN)COMMON GROUNDS
Hasti is from Iran, brie!y lived in Finland and now living 
in Vienna. Her mother tongue is Persian, and she is familiar 
with Kurdish, German, Russian and English. Irina is from 
Russia and lives in the Netherlands, staying in Vienna 
just for a month. Her mother tongue is Russian, and she 
is familiar with Hebrew, Dutch, Serbian and English. 
Inspired by Hasti saying “the most distant” for her would 
be the Israeli, I chose Irina as her counterpart. 

LEAD & FOLLOW ALTERNATELY
Hasti stood on one side, Irina on the other, facing each other 
through the window, which was half-opened inwards. With 
white pigment marker, they both write in mirrored letters 
so that it is readable for the other. Hasti writes a word that 
she translates from or associates with the word Irina has 
written. While Irina is writing it slowly in mirrored letters, 
Hasti is tracing the movement of Irina’s pen on the opposite 
side of the glass. "ey exchanges the roles of leading and 
following alternately, and it continues. I stand by them to 
intervene occasionally, asking questions and suggesting, as 
well as to record the verbal exchange.

DUET & TRACE IN REPLAY
"e sound recording captures how the duet started quietly 
and developed to sway to the rhythm - Irina struggled to 
write in mirror letters checking if written correctly, they 
translated a word in various languages, Irina praised the 
beauty of Persian writing, Hasti pronounced a word and 
shared little wisdom around it, Irina associated a Persian 
word with a Russian from their phonetical similarity and 
came to an auto-antonym in Polish and Russian, and they 
found a meeting point in a word in their respective languages 
borrowed from Arabic, the language foreign for both.

At the public presentation, the window with the written 
words was kept open as the time of the duet, and a pair 
of loudspeakers was placed on each side of the window, 
playing the recorded sound of the verbal exchange. Another 
clean window was kept opeen with pigment markers so that 
the public could experience the jam themselves.

(left page) traces of the jam left on the window. the writing appears 
more naïve as Hasti and Irina need to write in mirrored letters (right 
page, from top to bottom) write & trace, facing each other through 
the window; transcript of the words written on the window, and the 
language written in brackets; Irina on the left writing in Russian in 
mirrored letters, and Hasti on the right tracing it; installation view with 
the window and a pair of loudspeakers

 freedom (Russian)
 freedom (Persian)
 freedom (Dutch)
 freedom (German)
 intuition (Russian)
 intuition (Persian)
 intuition (English)

 independency (Russian)
 independency (Persian)
 rights (Persian)
 law (Russian)
 rule (English) 
 obligation (Persian) guilt/sin (Persian)        
 guilt (Russian) 
 guilt (English)

 

 sin (Russian)
 ashamed (Persian)
 charm (Russian)
 charm (English)
 beauty (Persian)
 beauty (Russian)
 beauty (Serbian)
 beauty (Polish)/ugly (Russian)
 

 ugliness (English)
 ugliness (German)
 pretty (Dutch)
 pleasure (Persian) 
 pleasure (Russian slang 
                        borrowed from Arabic)
 pleasure (Arabic)
 pleasure (English)

video footage of the workshop (excerpt, 5min): 
https://youtu.beBIbwPhd6uYM

https://makois.com/video.html


Second-hand Dinners
2019
discussion gathering + collection & dispersion (food ingredients, notes, visual materials) 
as a part of the project After-Ripening & Corruption: Paraphrasing Manners at Kunsthalle Exnergasse in Vienna

Paraphrasing Manners is a project in Vienna, dealing with social 
manners and gestures in search of behaviors that can serve as 
slow-acting antidote to lead society toward its ideal. As a way 
to research through discussion for the project, I conducted 
Second-hand Dinners, a series of dinner gathering. It became 
the experiments to experience the situations concerning social 
manners for all of us, as a host, a guest, and a member of society.

SET THE TABLE FOR MANNERS
I sent the invitation to the people I got connected originally 
via three of my old friends (respectively in UK, Norway and 
Sweden) and a Japanese in Vienna I got to know as ‘!rst-
hand’. I asked the invitees to bring along their friend - a 
‘second-hand’ guest. I had !ve attendees for each session. To 
think collectively, I posed the questions on society inspired 
by my experiences in Vienna and elsewhere. I prepared a 
pot dish, re"ecting the propagation of foreign food.

I struggled to invite people to compose a dynamics among 
them, prepare the food that ful!ls the conditions, moderate 
the discussion, etc. While I came to look at the manners of 
the invitees in the way they react to my invitation, come 
and eat the dinner, and socialise with others, I learnt some 
attendees also observed the manners of others. I referred 
to the experiences from the previous session to experiment 
anew and improve in the following one.

TRANSLATIONS AS RECORD
In order to prioritise the qualities of discussion and social 
relation at table, instead of making audio-/video recording 
during the session, I asked the attendees to ‘translate’ what 
they had experienced into any forms, such as list, essay, or 
drawing, after the dinner.

Two attendees, who were present at all sessions, narrated 
the previous sessions to other attendees at the following 
sessions. #e ‘translations’ of the attendees show di$erent 
perspectives and interpretations, as well as misremembrances 
and creativity - diary narrating his psychological landscape 
at table, abstract drawing capturing the impression, video 
depicting the dynamic amongst us. #e gathered as a whole 
appear to bear some ‘generality’ and ‘objectivity’, required 
qualities for documentation.

HAND DOWN TO RELEASE
At the Kunsthalle, I presented each sessions with the 
ingredients of the dish served, a post-it with the name of 
the dish, a few lines of its anecdote but its recipe, and a 
relationship chart of the attendees and me, together with 
the ‘translations’ from the participants on the table.

Afterwards, I handed each set of ingredients and translations 
to people not present at any of the Second-hand Dinners, 
telling it is up to them if to cook the same dish and discuss 
the same subjects, but ideally to use it for a social occasion. 

(left page) a snapshot taken during the discussion (right page, from top 
to bottom) a note with the name of the dish and its anecdote, together 
with the relation chart of the attendees and me, from the !rst Second-
hand Dinner; still from the video by an attendee, as a translation of 
the !rst Second-hand Dinner; a translation of the third Second-hand 
Dinner sent from an attendee via an SNS; a set of the ingredients and 
‘translations’ of the second Second-hand Dinner, which was handed to 
its next ‘translator’ 





Imagining (the life on) the Other Side
2017
act + drawing installation 
(pigment marker on glass)
approx. 800x300 cm
EHESS (National Institute of Higher Studies in 
Social Sciences), Paris, France

A work that tries to think and look at the 
intricate issues around the globalisation 
publicly and make it relatable to the 
masses, by expanding a huge map of 
thoughts on the windows by the entrance 
of French national institution for social 
sciences, on a boulevard in central Paris. 

EHESS is a French national institute of higher 
studies for social sciences, which locates in central 
Paris. Group show Frictions in the Globalisation was 
organised in relation to their programme that “aims 
to create an exchange between research and art 
practices around questions concerning the forms of 
representation in the age of globalisation.” 

With a critical gaze to the subject treated without 
practical and direct experiences and the undisputed 
dominance of the European perspective, I, as a non-
academic and a minority among the migrants in 
Europe, attempted to discuss globalisation based on 
my daily experiences and propagate a single “map of 
thoughts”, monumental in its extent yet lively and 
transparent.

ALTERNATIVE VIEW & LOGIC 
“Map of thoughts” was propagated according to my 
own logic with my idiom, both of which enjoy leaps 
and poetry. It also re!ects my identity as a Japanese 
and a longtime immigrant in Europe, and my life 
experiences in di"erent societies, including in the 
Arctic, Turkey, and Latin America. 

RELATABILITY TO THE INTRICATE 
Feeling incongruous with the exhibition title given by 
the researchers that already sets a position towards the 
globalisation to take, I tried to interweave wide range 
of familiar subjects and observe their various aspects, 
sometimes bringing up the contradictories. Instead of 
stating my opinion on globalisation, I tried to search 
how intricately things are connected in the world and 
to ourselves, and bringing up questions so that many 
can #nd their threshold to approach the discussion 
and recognise their own relation to the issue that 
might not have been noticed unless otherwise. 
  
WHAT DIVIDES & CONNECTS 
$e diagram developed like a tree, with interlinked 
o"shoots. In the trajectory of mirror- writing appeared 
my recurrent questions on the elements that divide the 
world behind the surface of physical and geographical 
connectedness, myopic view, values and ethics. 

    reception

                  window drawing

  main entrance 

      Boulevard Raspail

(above) map of the exhibition space
(below) a single map of thoughts propagated 

on the window by the entrance of EHESS



(top left) the act of writing - in mirrored letters
so that it is readable from outside

(top right) part on the domesctic life and 
international relations 

during the National Closure in Japan, 
connectivity, and proxemics

(bottom left) the act brought gaze as well as 
communication from the other side of the window





Pure Diffusion 
2015-2016
project (social/urban intervention 
[prototype]) 
gallery Indice 50, Paris
supported by Swedish Institute in Paris 
and Institut Français

A work that intervene into urban and 
social situation as an antidote for “bad 
atmosphere” - polluted air and bad mood 
- in Paris that I suggested and exercised. 
The air-purifying plants according to 
NASA’s study and the network of Parisian 
inhabitants develop and distribute cleaner 
air and happier mood.

Pure Di!usion is an urban intervention as an antidote 
for “bad atmosphere” - polluted air and bad mood - in 
Paris that I suggested and exercised, comparing with 
the situation in Stockholm. $e air-purifying plants 
and the network of Parisian inhabitants develop and 
distribute cleaner air and happier mood.

SITUATION: Air Pollution /In Bad Mood Publicly
One day I realised that the city appeared hazy while I 
was biking in Paris. My nose feels irritated each time I 
arrive to Paris from elsewhere. I also noticed that there 
are so many people who is complaining, expressing 
their negative emotions on the street.

REFLECTION: Purifying the Air with Plants?
I imagine I am breathing bad air, which would e"ect 
to my health. Some plants can purify the air, #ltering 
the pollutants and toxins. Some of them are actually 
causing headaches and irritations. A single plant might 
not do a lot, but what if everybody in town takes care 
of these air-purifying plants? $e plants may not only 
improve the air quality but also our life quality. 

REACTION: Di!use Multiplied Plants as a Gift
I bought the plants that purify the air at a gardening 
shop in August 2015. I have taken care of these plants 
and propagated an Ivy and a Spiderplants through 
time, by cutting vines and tubers and placing them 
in water. I had joy to greet them every morning while 
giving water and spraying mist. Over 8 months, the 
plants grew and 2 mother plants brought over 80 baby 
plants through propagation. 

At a window gallery in Paris, I presented the project 
with the plants, and at its closing, I distirbuted the 
plants to the public – may somebody who works in a 
place that have more toxins, looks nervous or angry, 
wants to have a company, or wants to propagate and 
spread the baby plants to more people.

PUBLIC RESPONSE: Reactive, Lingering 
$rough the presentation period, many audiences and 
passers-by asked me questions both on conceptual and 
physical aspects of the project. $ey also told me their 
opinion and stories on societies and plants. $e public 
looked pleased to receive the plants, and some sent me 
a report with the photos how the plant had grown. 

It is part of Stereoscope on Society a series of urban/
social interventions where I observe society with the 
eye of a stranger and of an inhabitant, like stereoscope. 
I pick some situations (e.g. lack of green, employment 
problem, bad air) and suggest an antidode with my 
small interventions as a prototype. 

(below) plant adopters inside the desplay window

a talk on the project :
https://makois.com/video.html  or  on YouTube 

(a part of ‘BCC channel Episode 5: 
Empathy, Knowledge, and (self ) Government’

by $e Big Conversation Space)

https://makois.com/video.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzeiHOzDddU




Wind Ensemble (in four movements)
2013-2015/2016
act / installation (glass bottles / projector, 
straws, papers, clipboard)
location of act: Appenzell, Switzerland
Pola Museum Annex, Tokyo; Arts 
Maebashi Museum, Gumma

A work that tries to enhance the sensory 
experience of the winds in the Alps, 
translate and re-enact them in another 
forms and places, by projecting the views 
RI�WKH�$OSV�RQ�D�SDSHU�WKDW�ÀXWWHUV�ZLWK�WKH�
ventilation of the projector, juxtaposed with 
WKH�VFLHQWL¿F�GHVFULSWLRQ�RI�WKH�ZLQGV�

One evening, I was standing in the landscape looking 
at the stars. A strong wind blew. I heard low-pitched 
sound and felt the vibration through a beer bottle I 
had in my hand.

I made a series of four acts to stand up in Alpine 
landscapes with beer bottle, attempting to capture 
the wind to make them “whistle”. $en I asked a local 
meteorologist to depict the winds of the place at the 
moment of my acts, according to their o%cial record.

It is one of the works that stem from my experiences 
in the Swiss Alps, where my aspiration for tangibility 
of life was evoked, and instinctive and casual actions 
preceded re!ections or conceptualisations.

LIVE REENACTMENT OF THE WINDS 
In the installation, four images are presented one after 
another, fading in and out in a slow rhythm with a 
projector. $ree images are what I took at the site 
before/after my act, and one image of my act taked 
by another artist in the same residence. $e projector 
stands near the wall and the images are projected on 
a sheet of A4 paper, of which top corners are #xed to 
the wall. It sways with the breeze coming from the 
ventilation of the projector and the movement of the 
audience.

TRANSCRIBING THE MOVEMENTS 
Both the caption to describe the intent and concept 
of the acts and the description of the wind from the 
meteorologist are presented on the wall, printed on 
respective shseet of paper and placed on the clipboard.

IMPROVISATORY AESTHETIC 
All the installation materials, such as paper, clipboard 
and straws (placed to direct the ventilation towards 
the paper on the wall) are found at the exhibition site, 
re!ecting the manner how the acts were originally 
carried out - spontaneously and using only the things 
around.

WIND DESCRIPTION (excerpts):
On Friday 2 August 2013, northerly wind of the 
evening turned at 21h local time to east, later 
southeast, with gusts of 20-30km/h between 22h00 
and midnight. From 23h30 on wind turned to more 
southerly direction with 10 to 20km/h.

Tuesday 6 August 2013 had more wind: till 19h15 
from west/northwest with 10 to 28km/h. With a cold 
from gusty westerly wind from 19h30 to 21h00, up 
to 119km/h at 19h35. After 21h local time mountain 
breeze from southeast to south.

(below) installation detail with the straws 
placed by the ventiation of the projector

and the paper with projected image !uttering



(top left) detail of the projection  
and the projected surface

(top right) a brief text telling the intent of the acts and 
the description of the winds from the meteologist* 
*excerpt of the English original shown on the previous page

(bottom left) installation view with the juxtaposition 
of the image projection and the text presentation



Bookshelf
2014-2015
act / installation 
(image [inkjet on non-archival paper], text 
[inkjet on papers from the books], shelf) 
photo: 218x326cm, text: ca.20x10cm each 
shelf: 24x45x1.8cm
Pola Museum Annex, Tokyo; Arts 
Maebashi Museum, Gumma; ISSP, Riga 
(International Literature Festival)

A work with a short essay and an image, 
UHÀHFWLQJ�WKH�GLVWDQFHV�FUHDWHG�E\�DJH��
nationality and values, where I projected 
life paths on the layers of books. There 
collection of small things create a bigger 
entity, and it is made to “age” as we all do.

It is a work of art consisting of a short essay and an 
image, which re!ects the distances created by age, 
nationality and values. I projected life paths on the 
layers of the books, and observed the meeting points 
of the seemingly distant things. 

WEIGHT, LAYERS, AND LIFE PATHS 
$e image shows the intervention: On the bookshelf 
of my old friend Maivor, a Swedish lady who is 50 
years senior to me, I placed my book with pressed 
!owers and plants that I picked during my wanderings 
in the Swiss Alps. I chose the books from Maivor’s 
bookshelves that re!ect my own life and my friendship 
with her, and piled them up on top of my own book 
to #ll the gap between two shelves, as I did when I 
originally pressed the !owers and plants in the Alps. 

At the installation, the image was divided into 121 
pieces and each nailed, and the height of the book pile 
is the height of Maivor as well as mine. 

MEETING ON A PAGE 
$e text narrates my paths and threads that led to 
my friendship with Mavior, with juxtapositions 
of di"erent values and lives. It tells about the 
ephemeral and private installation I made on Maivor’s 
bookshelves as a physical and poetic manifestation of 
the subject of my essay. 

I printed it on the blank side of two pages of the books 
in the pile that I took out: one is the #rst page of the 
book on the top of the pile, and the other is the last 
page of the book on the bottom. 

WORK THAT GROWS FURTHER 
$e images are printed on ordinary matt papers with 
ordinary ink that are not of archival quality; in order 
to make this work itself to age through time.  $e books 
have the leads to widely-shared concerns, such as 
global mobility (migration, tourism), colonial history, 
aging society, LGBT, and feminism.

‹‹ the books piled on the shelf&››
Oscar Wilde, Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime 
Marcel Proust, In Search of Lost Time 
Vilhelm Moberg, Unto a Good Land 
Vilhelm Moberg, "e Emigrants 
Albert Camus, Exile and the Kingdom 
Björn Ursing, Field #ora 
Yoko Ogawa, "e Housekeeper and the Professor 
Selma Lagerlöf, "e Treasure/"e Tale of a Manor 
Tove Jansson, "e Summer Book 
Tove Jansson, Sun City 
Patricia Schults, 1000 Places to See before You Die

(above) installation view of the text and the image
(below) installation view of the image part with an audience walking by



(top left) the original photo used for  
the image part of the work  

(top right) the text printed on two sheets of paper 
taken out of the books  

- the #rst page of the book on the top of the pile,  
and the last page of the book on the bottom

(bottom left) the detail of the image part,  
consisting of 121 separate pieces put together
































